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Abstract Let P  P
 q
be a probability distribution on qdimensional space
Necessary and sucient conditions are derived under which a random ddimensional
projection of P converges weakly to a xed distribution Q on R
d
as q tends to
innity while d is an arbitrary xed number This complements a wellknown result
of Diaconis and Freedman 	





P is the empirical distribution of a random sample from P of size n We




P   P 
given the data
b
P  as q and n tend to innity
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A standard method of exploring highdimensional datasets is to examine various
lowdimensional projections thereof In fact many statistical procedures are based
explicitly or implicitly on a projection pursuit cf Huber 	
 Diaconis and
Freedman 	





 most ddimensional orthonormal projections of P are similar
in the weak topology to a mixture of centered spherically symmetric Gaussian
distribution on R
d
if q tends to innity while d is xed A graphical demonstration
of this disconcerting phenomenon is given by Buja et al 	

 It should be pointed
out that it is not a simple consequence of Poincares 	
	 Lemma although the
latter is at the heart of the proof The present paper provides further insight into this
phenomenon We extend Diaconis and Freedmans 	
 results in two directions





that most ddimensional projections of P are similar to some distribution Q on
R
d
 It turns out that these conditions are essentially the conditions of Diaconis
and Freedman 	
 The novelty here is necessity The limit distribution Q is
automatically a mixture of centered spherically symmetric Gaussian distributions
The family of such measures arises in Eaton 	
	 in another related context
More precisely let   
 q
be uniformly distributed on the set of columnwise
orthonormal matrices in R
qd








for   R
dq
 we investigate under what conditions the random distribution 

P
converges weakly in probability to an arbitrary xed distribution Q as q while
d is xed











satises the conditions of Section  and  is independent from
b
P  Then as n and







P  satises a
conditional Central Limit Theorem given the data
b
P 
Proofs are deferred to Section  The main ingredients are Poincares 	
	
Lemma and a modication of a method invented by Hoeding 	
 in order to
prove weak convergence of conditional distributions which is of independent interest
Further we utilize some results from the theory of empirical processes
 The DiaconisFreedman Eect
Let us rst settle on some terminology A random distribution
b
Q on a separable
metric space M  is a mapping from some probability space into the set of Borel




Q is measurable for any function f 
C
b
M the space of bounded continuous functions on R
d







of random distributions on M converges weakly in probability to some xed

























weakly in distribution to a random distribution
b


















































stands for the class of functions f M  	 	 such that jfx fyj 
x y for x y M
Now we can state the rst result














Q as q 
























for some probability measure R on 




 The limit distribution Q









Corollary  The random probability measure 

P converges weakly to the stan
dard Gaussian distribution N
d
 I in probability if and only if the following con
dition is satised






















 as q  
The implication A  A	 in Theorem 	 as well as suciency of con
dition B in Corollary  are due to Diaconis and Freedman 	
 Theorem 		
and Proposition 
Example  Conditions A	 are not very restrictive requirements For in















is a sequence of
independent identically distributed random variables with mean zero and variance































In some sense Theorem 	 is a negative though mathematically elegant result It
warns us against hasty conclusions about highdimensional data sets after examin
ing a couple of lowdimensional projections In particular one should not believe
in multivariate normality only because several projections of the data look nor
mal On the other hand even small dierences between dierent lowdimensional
projections of
b
P may be intriguing Therefore in the present section we study the
relationship between projections of the empirical distribution
b
P and corresponding
projections of P 




























P  In what follows we use several wellknown results from empirical process
theory Instead of citing original papers in various places we simply refer to the
excellent treatises of Pollard 	

















for some universal constant C For the latter supremum is just the halfspace norm
of
b




class with VapnikCervonenkis index k  	 Inequality 	 does not capture the
typical deviation between ddimensional projections of
b

























where the random projector  and
b
P are always assumed to be stochastically in












P  This point of view is natural
in connection with exploratory projection pursuit It turns out that under condi
tion B of Corollary  this conditional distribution converges weakly in proba
bility to a xed distribution Under the weaker conditions A	 of Theorem 	 it
converges weakly in distribution to a specic random distribution on the real line
More generally let H be a countable class of measurable functions from R
d
into
 	 	 Any nite signed measure 
 on R
d





of the space 
	





jzhj We shall impose the following condition on the class H and
some distribution Q on R
d

C There exists a countable subset H
o
of H auch that each h  H can be repre
sented as pointwise limit of some sequence in H
o






logNuH du  
Here NuH is the supremum of NuH
e







Q is the smallest number m such that H can be covered with m



















  as k
An example for conditions C	 is the set H of indicators of closed halfspaces
in R
d
and any distribution Q on R
d
such that QE   for any hyperplane E in
R
d
 Here condition C is a consequence of Billingsley and Topsoes 	
 results








able A particular consequence of C is existence of a centered Gaussian process
B
Q








This is proved via a Chaining argument In the subsequent theorem we consider a
decomposition of B
Q




of two independent centered Gaussian
processes on H With the help of Andersons 	
 Lemma or further application of




admit versions with uniformly continuous
sample paths
































and let F be a continuous functional on 
	
H such that F B
 qn
 is measurable































are two independent centered Gaussian processes having uni





























































denes a version of B
Q





satises condition B of Corol
lary 

 and suppose that conditions C	 are satised for Q  N
d
 I Let F





















The measurability of F B
 qn
 can be dropped provided that our denition of




 technique and a modication thereof
In connection with randomization tests Hoeding 	
 observed that weak con
vergence of conditional distributions of test statistics is equivalent to the weak con
vergence of the unconditional distribution of suitable statistics in R

 His result can
be extended straightforwardly as follows



















are identically distributed Further let 
k
be some




into the separable metric space M  and let










































An application of this equivalence with nonEuclidean spaces M is given by
Romano 	

 We shall utilize Lemma 	 in order to prove Theorem 	 In
connection with empirical measures we use the following modication of Lemma 	
which is of independent interest



















    are identically distributed
Further let 
k




into M  Then as
























































Remark  Nonseparablity and nonmeasurability Suppose that the met
ric space M  is possibly nonseparable and that the mappings 
k
 	  k 
 are possibly nonmeasurable The implications D  D	 and E







 in Lemma  have separable support if one uses Homann
Jorgensens notion of weak convergence cf van der Vaart and Wellner 	

 Chap











































is said to converge
weakly to Q in probability if for each xed f  C
b

































































converges in distribution in the sense















In this framework the reverse implications D	  D and E	  E
remain valid under some measurability For instance these conclusions are correct








 is measurable with
respect to the eld on M generated by closed balls with respect to 
Given some familiarity with these concepts one can easily adapt the subsequent
proofs of Lemmas 	 and 


































































































































































  for each h 
C
b














y with f g  C
b



















































































































 arbitrarily well in quadratic mean provided that L is suciently large

























































































































































































 	 Proofs for Section 	
That   
 q
is uniformly distributed on the set of columnwise orthonormal ma
trices in R
qd
means that L  L for any xed orthonormal matrix   R
qq

For existence and uniqueness of the latter distribution we refer to Eaton 	

 Chap
ters 	 and  For the present purposes the following explicit construction described
in Eaton 	







     Z
d
 be a
random matrix in R
qd

















 as q 	
This equality can be viewed as an extension of Poincares 	
	 Lemma











are independent with LX  L
f
X  P  and let Y
e
Y be two
independent random vectors in R
d
with distribution Q According to Lemma 	


















































































































Suppose that condition A holds Then  
 q



































with Q  IEN  S

I Hence A	 holds















































































































at a  R

 By














  and varying t











in distribution to some random variable S










denotes an independent copy of S

































has empty interior Thus we cannot apply the standard argument about weak
	




































































































































Proof of equivalence of A	 and A Proving that A implies A	
 is elementary In order to show that A	 implies A note rst that condi
tions A	 for the distributions P
 q
















































































 	  k  q in  are independent








































converges to some xed number r in
particular R  
r
 Now we return to the original distributions P  Here the second
















































































































































   	 are dependent copies of B
 qn




















described in Theorem 	 According to Lemma  it suces to show that for any




























as q   and n   For that purpose it suces to verify the following two
claims





converge to the corresponding nitedimensional distributions of

B













































 for v  v



































 is essentially the distribution of an empirical process based on













   ! h  Hg
The multivariate version of Lindebergs Central Limit Theorem entails that for






 can be approximated by the corresponding nitedimensional distributions of a































































 as q 
This implies that the conditional covariance function  
 q
converges pointwise in




















































































as q If we can show that even the supremum of j 
 q
  j over !	H

tends
to zero in probability then assertion F	 follows
As mentioned in Section  weak convergence in probability is metrizable There




































   as q
It was shown by Billingsley and Topsoe 	











jhz  hyj  
o
  for any   
Note that the ddimensional marginal distributions of

Q are just Q Therefore one






















  for any   





















hj   as q
	
We assume without loss of generality that H and thus

H contains the constant
function 	 Then fact  clearly implies uniform convergence of  
 q
to  on !	H
as q in probability
As for assertion F it is wellknown from empirical process theory that condi




























































as q   for any xed   ! Hence one may replace 
 q
in  with 
Q
and
obtains assertion F  
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